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Dear Members,
I hope that our second Newsletter of 2013 finds you well. Please see below for an update of
topical matters that we hope are of interest to you.
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In June 2013, the Mount Lawley Society issued a press release reconfirming our position
relating to council amalgamations. We believe that the interests of our members, and also
those of the wider community, are best served if we remain (as is currently largely the case)
within the City of Stirling. We have also expressed a desire for the whole of Mount Lawley
to be included within Stirling’s boundaries.
The justification for this position is due to Stirling having consistently demonstrated a strong
approach to the retention of character within Mount Lawley, Inglewood and Menora via its
Heritage Protection Area regime. The press release can be viewed on our web site.
The Hon Michael Sutherland MLA has written to the Minister for Local Government fully endorsing for our position, and we thank him for his support.

WA Heritage Renovator
As per our recent email, we are proud to announce the launch of a new web site
“WAheritagerenovator.com.au”. This site fills a void in respect of a Western Australian centric forum for renovators to obtain information on all aspects of the renovation and/or extension of their heritage home. The web site is not restricted to MLS members. It is an open
forum to attract questions and comments from renovators all across the state.
If you are working on the renovation and/ or extension of a heritage property in Western
Australia then this site is for you. Renovating a heritage house can present opportunities
but also unique challenges. Help is now at hand through this new web site where you can
share tips, ideas, and ask questions to help you navigate through the process. There is also
a section for users to attach before and after photos of their projects, which are always interesting and may be the inspiration for your next project.

The web site has some fantastic Foundation Sponsors. I would like to thank Sash in a Flash,
Perth Plaster Mouldings, Anna Stained Glass, JCS Plumbing, National Estate Builders,
Bonanza Paints (Inglewood), Federation Tuck Pointing, and Instant Waste Management for
their support of the web site. Please share this initiative with your friend and neighbours.

July 2013 event at the Mount Lawley Bowling Club
On 1 July, we enjoyed an evening at the Mount Lawley Bowling Club to launch WA Heritage
Renovator, and also to hold a photographic exhibition. We had an excellent turn out and
there were many positive comments on the high quality of the photographic boards on display.
A big thank you to Committee member Ian Merker, who put in a mammoth effort in creating
the new photo boards for the exhibition. The photo boards are a fantastic medium in which
to track the journeys of these homes over the decades, and we hope to build on these further.
We look forward to the next opportunity to display a selection of images from our archives,
which will most likely be at the Beaufort Street Festival.

Forthcoming events
Our next event will be our annual gala dinner. An invitation will be distributed later this
month.
Flyers will also be distributed shortly for the 2013 Garden Competition. The 2012 competition saw a record number of entrants, and we expect the same level of keen interest for this
year’s event. The judging this year will be brought forward to Sunday 8th September to
ensure that all gardens are looking their absolute best for judging and photographs. We
hope you enjoy the newsletter!
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INGLEWOOD LIBRARY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF SERVICE
City of Stirling’s Inglewood Library recently celebrated 50 years of service.
The original Mount Lawley/Inglewood Public Library opened its doors in
January 1963 – a result of strong ratepayer support and demand for library
services on the eastern side of the Perth Road Board. Councillor Ron Stone
has been widely credited with lobbying for the library, even to the extent of
door- knocking ratepayers in June 1962 asking for signatures on a petition
to save the library funding when the Perth Road Board was facing a tough
financial year in 1962-63. According to Cecil Florey (Stirling City Librarian
1985-1987), Ron Stone had very few refusals for signatures; in fact ratepayers were stating they wanted the library to be funded immediately,
with higher rates if required. The library attracted 1,000 members in its
opening week, with queues of people outside the doors wanting to use the
library.
The new library building opened on 10 October 1991, as part of the Inglewood Civic Centre. Inglewood Library has a current membership of
16,500 and a collection of 32,000 items including books, newspapers and
magazines, audio and DVD items. In addition to this, a wealth of free
digital resources are available including downloadable e-books, emagazines, e-audio, and electronic databases. A variety of programs and
services are provided by the library ranging from the very popular Baby
Rhymetime and Storytime sessions, Better Beginnings early childhood literacy programs, bookclubs for school children and adults, computer tutoring,
Homework Help, Books on Wheels service for housebound residents, and
events and seminars, and guest author visits.
For more information please don’t hesitate to contact Viv Barton, Manager
Library Services, City of Stirling on 9205-8593.

Reference: Florey, Cecil “A passion for books and people: creating public library services for the City of Stirling and the state of Western Australia 19581987”. Perth: City of Stirling, 2002
More photos pg 9
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VANISHING MOUNT LAWLEY taken from information held in MLS archives and George Goldie

Catchpole family and the Brokenhill Bakery 1937-1967
Thank you to George Goldie for donating the photographs, 2 ledger books
from the bakery and the history of the bakery and family.

The Brokenhill bakery , situated at 102 Walcott St Mount Lawley was purchased by the Catchpoles as a going concern in 1937.
Prior to this the Catchpoles had run a bakery in Shenton Park.
Mr Catchpole previously had bakeries in Kondinin, Collie ,living in Wittenoom
St ,and Shenton Park living in Onslow Rd.

Horace William Catchpole, the
son of Walter Catchpole (18751962) and Rosina Making
(1879-1933)
He married Mary Winifred Lamb
George with the family photos and the ledgers from
in 1924 (born 1901)
the bakery

Horace and Mary had 3 children in Collie; Ellen Mary (Nell), William Walter
(Bill) and Rose Marie . Later they had 2 more children born in Perth; Tony
and Janet

Horace and Mary Catchpole at their wedding
1924

William married Ruby Gwendoline Ann Place.
William (Bill) established the
first bakery in Lancelin. Bill
died in 2000
Ellen married George Goldie

Vol 36
July 2013 Tony and Marie in the front garden
Page 102
3 Walcott 1936/7
Nell,
Mrs#2Catchpole,

Nell ( Ellen) 1937

The house in 102 Walcott St was built around 1918 and had a bull nosed veranda with the bakery operating from the lane
between 102 and 104
Prior to the war bakers were able to operate anywhere , but during the war there was zoning and streets were allocated.
George remembers delivering bread by horse and cart between 1st and Second Ave and Beaufort, down past the Queens up
to Bulwer St and another round was Regent St and North St.
The bakery had 3 bread carts with the horses

Bill and George at the bake house circa 1948

George with Tony and Janet Catchpole in the
horse yards. A bread cart can be seen top left
hand corner and the office in the background

George on Ginger (taking him to
the farrier in Lord St ) 1949 and
a picture of the horses in the
stables
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The back lane today

Mrs Catchpole had the house renovated in
the 1960s changing the bull nosed verandas
and stained glass around door

This is a picture of the stained glass from the
surrounds of the former front door

102 today

VANISHING HOUSES taken from oral histories held in MLS archives .Thank you to past members who have com-

piled them. These are verbatim from the documents in the archives.

Connaughton’s House
This was situated at 705 Beaufort Street between Queen’s Crescent and Lawley Crescent and latterly it had been used
to house the junior boarders of Perth College when it was known as St Faiths.
The house took over a year to build and it was not until 1914 that Mr and Mrs Frederick Connaughton and their children
moved in. It was sturdily constructed with some of the internal walls being double brick. An attractive feature was an
elegant window – the base of which was sandstone and above the window was an ornate pediment. The house was
Queen Anne in style and in keeping with the style there was another notable feature is of a pointed tower on the southern corner. Like other early Mount Lawley houses it had imported Marseilles tiles.
Mr Connaughton ran a successful business in the goldfields, He had lived first on the opposite side of Beaufort Street
closer to Walcott Street before commencing ‘Loughrea”. Its first name which is that of a town in Ireland. Both Mr and
Mrs Connaughton were born in Ireland. There were seven children in the family, some of whom went on to become
prominent in legal and medical circles.
The house after being in possession of the school since 1960 was demolished in 1977 to make way for playing fields.
There are 2 photos of this house on the mountlawleysociety web site.
Vol 36 #2 July 2013
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Following on from Gwen Wilberforce’s recollections of growing up in the area, the MLS is also appreciative of the following memories by Russell Elsegood on his childhood in Field St Mt Lawley when the family moved from Bunbury to Perth in 1946.
The connection to the Bandy/Wilberforce family is as follows:
Alfred Henry Elsegood 1859 m Henrietta Buggins 1861 and had 4 children, Leslie, Constance ,Reginald and Harold (Goo) .Les married Grace Meyers and they had 3 children, Constance, Ronald Leslie and Alfred Keith
Russell is the son of Ronald Leslie Elsegood . His father and mother Ivy managed and operated the Astor Theatre and other picture

theatres in the State such as the Capitol in Northam and Lyric in Bunbury
The narrow, uneven street lawn in front of our Field Street flat was the Mt Lawley equivalent of test cricket's hallowed
turf at Lords and the Sydney Cricket Ground (the WACA having yet to host a test). The Field Street 'strip' had a few vagaries, which we wannabe test heroes regarded as the equivalent of the usual sticky wickets that we knew to be the
norm in an English 'summer', or a 'green top' exploited by Australia's 'quicks' Lindwall and Miller at the SCG.
The wickets were a lamp post at the Walcott Street end and a Box Tree at the 'Lane' end. Bowlers only operated from
the 'Lane' end and the wily ones aimed at a dip in the lawn just short of a good length. If the ball hit the down slope, it
produced a shin-high shooter. Hitting the up slope produced a fearsome bumper -- the like of which even my personal
hero, Keith Miller, would have admired. We generally used a tennis ball for our matches, but it still took lightning reflexes, luck or stupidity to hook these bumpers. Sundries often top scored because a ball that missed the stumps, with
the wicket-keeper unsighted by the lamp post, ran down the slope towards Walcott Street. It required fleetness of foot
to stop the 'pill' before it ran over the main road -- which we were forbidden to cross because it was (by the standards
of the 1950's) 'heavily' trafficked and had trams which could muster a rattling turn of speed down the Walcott- Street
hill to the junction with Field Street. I was constantly reminded of the 'dangers' of Walcott Street by a large white cross
painted on the road outside the Shell garage at the junction with Raglan Road. We kids were told, and believed, it
marked the spot where a child had been killed by a car (so the idea, today, of marking the site of road fatalities with a
white cross, is not new).
Our test teams were 'recruited' from anyone who happened to be around. We were well in advance of the (much) later
movement for equal opportunity for women, with neighbourhood girls being offered the chance to play. The girls rarely
got a bowl -- that was for we blokes who bowled over-arm -- but they were willing and fleet-footed fielders and occasionally got a bat for their services, at which time we chaps gallantly (?condescendingly) bowled under-arm.
One of the advantages of having a father who 'ran' theatres (cinemas) was that I got in for free. In this pre-TV era, going to the Sat-dee (Saturday) arvo (afternoon) matinee 'pitchers' (pictures) -- cinema/movies in today's parlance -- was
something we all looked forward to with a passion. These were noisy events, as cheering your hero (even stamping on
the wooden floor) and hissing the baddies was accepted practice. The downside of this escapism, at least for we young
blokes, were the 'sissy, kissy' bits, where the hero embraced the heroine (uurgh! being the response then -- though, not
too much later, we found the experience of locking lips with a girlfriend wasn't so bad -- especially in the back row of
the stalls where your girlfriendless mates couldn't harass you).
Outdoor entertainment for kids in the late 40s and 50s revolved around self-organised, unsupervised play/recreation.
Our imaginations ran riot in make-believe cricket test and footy matches or building ever more elaborate cubbyhouses.
We dared each other in a variety of what, today, would be deemed risky ventures. Testing our riding skills to the limit
was one means of 'winning' a dare. My riding skills were first honed on the trusty Cyclops scooter and later on the twowheeler Greyhound bike. Though a pride and joy that remained with me for more than 40 years -- the Greyhound had
the distinct disadvantage for a 11 year-old, of being a fixed-wheeler, which meant it had hand brakes, rather than a
rear-wheel brake -- the latter being essential for performing 'broggies' (back-wheel, sliding skids) or jumps (sans helmet, knee pads or other forms of what, today, would be proscribed protection) off ramps, walls or the odd-shaped stone
that stuck up in the cinders lane that ran alongside our block of flats. ‘Dares' were a common part of our days, and risktaking was considered quite normal for we kids. I well remember that a light switch fixed to the brick balustrade leading
to the upstairs flats in our block, developed a 'leak' (we kids weren't too familiar with electrical terminology in those
days) and a mild, tingling shock would be received by the unwary -- or those dared to touch it! The recoil in shock, the
yelp, plus the look on the face of the 'victim' inevitably resulted in gales of (callous) laughter from those previously initiated in this dare.
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Our bread was delivered in Field street from a horse-drawn cart. The horse was so well trained that it would meander
along, stopping at each house where loaves were to be delivered. We kids were drawn to follow the cart, attracted by
the wafting aroma of fresh bread every time the door on the cart was opened.
Another supplier who visited regularly was the ice man. Although, by the time were moved into Mt Lawley, we had a
fridge – a green Kelvinator if I recall, many city people still relied on ice boxes to keep their food fresh. His insulated van
carried block ice, roughly 18 inches (45cms) long by about a foot (30 cms) square, weighing several kilos, and designed
to fit into the top of a standard ice box. The ice man would hoist these heavy blocks onto his shoulder – which was
sometimes protected by little more than a hessian sack. Occasionally, a block had to be cut in half and chips of ice
would fly onto the road. On a hot, summer’s days we ‘street urchins’ would pounce on these bits of ice, wrap them in a
bit of newspaper and happily suck on them. Fears of catching some bug from slurping on ice that had been salvaged
from the road never occurred to us, and I don’t recall anyone ever getting ill from eating this icy ‘confection’.
We also used to get a door-stop visit from the Fauldings’ man, who sold various items used around the home -- for
cooking etc. and traditional ‘cures’ were more often used for minor ailments that afflicted kids. Castor oil, cod-liver oil
were among ‘potions’ that were sure to make you gag if they didn’t cure were commonly administered by the large
tablespoonful.
Oil, warmed by a match under a teaspoon would be used to soothe, if not cure an earache, and crushed Bex (from its
distinctive yellow box) or Aspro (from its equally distinctive pink box) applied to an aching ‘first’ tooth usually offered
some relief. Other ‘tonics’ included Milk of Magnesia and a thick, pink liquid, , prescribed by the local GP, who would
actually make house calls, seemed to be a general cure-all in the immediate post-war years -- before antibiotics were
regularly and easily available.
Very occasionally we had a visit from an Aboriginal man – usually a fairly elderly chap – who would be carrying boughs
taken from trees. The boughs, maybe 10 to 12 feet long, stripped of their leaves and bark, had a natural fork at one
end. They were used to prop up the clothes line. He would go along the street selling these ‘props’ for two shillings
(20cents) or 2/6 (25cents). In those days there were no rotary clothes lines. Washing was pegged to parallel lines
(ropes) stretched between two semaphore-style arms on posts. The distance between the posts was dictated by the size
of your back yard. Our yard being very small had a relatively-short clothes line, but the weight of the wet garments
could cause the line to sag, threatening to have the washing drag on the ground, so a prop was used – usually about
half-way along the line to lift the clothes higher.
Lifestyle, if you could call it ‘style’, was pretty rudimentary in those days. There were no home freezers, no huge, double-door refrigerators with ice-makers, microwaves; no television, stereo or computers – even the radio was usually a
large piece of regularly-polished wooden furniture, boasting large valves that cast a greenish glow behind the glass dial
that displayed stations in all states. Finding your favourite, local station meant twiddling a knob on the front of the set to
move a white guideline – what would today be called a cursor I suppose – across the list of stations displayed on the
glass.
If you were lucky enough to have one, smaller, mantle radios were available in bakelite cases that came in various colours to match your décor.

Aboriginal people also sold wilds flowers in the street – most
commonly boronia and leschenaultia. It was a seasonal trade,
but a very popular one as the boronia, particularly, had a perfume that was welcome in almost any home. I think the Aboriginal people had traditional rights to pick the wildflowers, because
I can’t recall ever seeing any other flower-sellers with these
wildflowers.

Field St today
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Crossing the Line – early policing around Mount Lawley #17: Movers and Shakers (Part Four)

By Peter Conole, Retired WA Police Historian
In the last issue of Mount Lawley Matters, space was devoted to an unpleasant series of events which led to the removal of Commissioner Frederick Hare in March 1912. Newspapers of the day were hostile, describing it as “an exhibition of political spite” on the part of the Scaddan Labor Government. Eight other officials were removed as part of an
outrageous political purge of the public service. A Select Committee of the Legislative Council examined the Hare episode in 1913 and came to the same conclusion.
Possibly as part of a broader plan to exercise more overt political control over the police, the Government appointed
Hare’s successor on an acting basis for one year. If control really was the idea, those behind it selected the wrong man.
Acting Commissioner Robert Connell was nobody’s fool and had been a supportive and highly efficient subordinate of his
predecessor.
Robert Connell – born 1867 in County Kerry, Ireland - was the son of an Irish coastguard named Lot Connell. He lived
near the same town and attended the same school as his friend and future ally Michael O’Halloran, a future Chief Inspector in the WA Police who became a notable and influential resident of Mount Lawley in the 1920s and 1930s.
Robert Connell joined the police as soon as he arrived in the colony in September
1886.
He was a notable detective and impressed more senior officers in the course of his
work in Perth, Fremantle, Albany and Coolgardie. Robert was commissioned as a
sub-inspector on September 1, 1899 at the very early age of 31. After torrid service on the Goldfields, during which he received serious injuries in a riot, he took
charge of the large southern police district based on Albany, 1900-1901.
Frederick Hare, then the newly appointed Commissioner of Police, knew of his
abilities and transferred him to Central Police Station in Roe Street. They formed a
solid and fruitful working partnership and introduced the relatively new forensic
science of fingerprinting into Australian policing. Robert was promoted to Inspector
in 1904 and placed in charge of the Criminal Investigation Branch, then raised
again in rank to Chief Inspector during 1911. He was awarded the King’s Police
Medal in January 1912 for “special skills displayed in the execution of duty”. King
Edward VII introduced the medal by Royal Warrant in July 1909; Commissioner
Hare had been an early Australian recipient in 1911.
Robert Connell was absent from WA on leave at the time of Frederick Hare’s demise but returned in time to take the reins. His year in an acting role gave him no
joy as he had to mollify one or two discontented rivals, keep up police morale during the instability and tactfully deflect interference
from the Government. Robert managed to survive the
stormy weather and received confirmation of his permanent appointment as Commissioner on April 1,
1913. He went on to serve in that capacity for 20
Robert Connell as Sub Inspector in 1900
years - a record in this State.
In brief, Robert Connell was probably the greatest reformer in WA law enforcement history.
His major achievements included: formalising the separation of powers issue (1913); introduction of an examination system for promotion (1914); reform of the Police School (1915);
recruiting of women police (1917); founding of the Traffic (1920) and Liquor Inspection
(1923) branches…a by no means exhaustive list. Those decades in office were book-ended
by two international crises, World War I and the Great Depression, and Robert’s police officers had the monumental additional tasks of preserving the public peace during times of
financial restrictions and social upheaval. One side effect of the war was loss of personnel scores of men enlisted and most were either killed or too badly damaged by wounds or illness to resume policing.
.
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Robert Connell as the new
Commissioner of Police in
1913
Mount Lawley Matters

During the 1920s the growing road toll really bothered the Commissioner and he raised the subject frequently in his annual reports. To tell the truth, roads in general were a sore point. The inner city and fairly adjacent suburbs such as
North Perth, Mount Lawley, Inglewood, Subiaco, Leederville, etc usually had good arterial roads running through them,
not to mention an ever-increasing number of paved roads in built-up commercial and residential pockets. In addition,
rail transport was often close to hand.
However, just before the war and for much of the 1920s the pace of urban sprawl tended to quicken in all directions.
Decent roads often followed settlement rather than the more comfortable reverse. It is therefore necessary to stress
that horses were very useful for moving around, while horse and buggy, horse and cart and horse and wagon transport
remained important for decades. This issue helps explain some of Robert Connell’s decisions when he was pressured to
establish a police presence in outer suburbs.
Before the war, the river front north of Crawley and Nedlands required attention. During late 1914 the police received
complaints about some goings-on at the Nedlands jetty. Mention was made of rowdy behaviour (ie, brawling and drinking) and the use of coarse language. Boatmen and fishermen may have been involved, but holiday makers and swimmers could also have been a factor. The police found that during summer hundreds of people camped along the riverbanks and the trend may have increased after the war.
In November 1914 two constables were sent from either the Subiaco or Central stations to patrol the area. One went on
foot during the day, the other on horseback during the night. The use of a metropolitan mounted trooper is telling paved road construction had failed to keep pace with the growing number of motor vehicles in the city, not that individual police officers could easily obtain vehicles anyway.
After the war local residents put pressure on Robert Connell to place a police station in the area. He finally agreed and
Nedlands Station opened for business in April 1921.
There is no evidence that the local Nedlands constable made use of car at the time. A bicycle will have been of value in fact they were the most common form of mechanical transport available to junior officers for a couple of decades. It
is likely horse patrols remained part of the picture because of existing bushlands.
The latter issue was certainly true of Mount Hawthorn, a growing suburb with active citizens who petitioned the Commissioner for a station in 1925 and kept up the pressure afterwards. When finance was available building commenced
and Mount Hawthorn Station became operational in November 1928. An entry in the Police Gazette of September 12,
1928 gives us a glimpse of how rough and ready life in the area must have been. Constables willing to work at the new
station had to be capable horsemen with bush skills.
INGLEWOOD LIBRARY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF SERVICE continued

MLS display of photo board at the 50
year celebration

HERITAGE by Barrie Baker
THE HAWKINS FAMILY AND MOUNT LAWLEY

James Hawkins = Elizabeth de Bearne
(

(1843-1927)

(1842-1927)

John Bearne Hawkins (Snr) = Ada Margaret Donnelly
(1872-1950)
(1878-1951)

1 Alexina Elizabeth Hawkins MBE
10 Children
(1902-1991)
2 Hettie Dorothy Hawkins = Carl Reginald
Westlund
(1903-1994)
(1905-1983)
3 John Bearne Hawkins(Jnr) = Mavis Ethel Clarke
(1905-1989)
(1911-1986)
4 Ada Lillian Hawkins = Sir Barton Pope
(1906-1991)
(1905-1983)
5 Neil Campbell Hawkins CBE = Thelma Jean Hill
(1908-1987)
(1908-1982)
6 Ronald James Hawkins = Kathleen Anne Hickey
(1910-1976)
(1912-1987)
7 Ethelwyn Louise Hawkins
(1912-2012)
8 Katharine Doreen Hawkins
(1916-1991)
9 Robert Donnelly Hawkins = Norma Frances Wallace
(1918-1985)
(1921-1982)
10 James William Hawkins = Lila Ethel Richards
(1920-1983)

(1923-1998)

The children of John and Ada

Ada Lilian Hawkins (12/11/1906 – 04/08/1991) was the fourth child of John Hawkins
Senior. After education at Methodist Ladies College she trained as a nurse. She went
to Adelaide and worked as the nursing sister at Pope Products, there she met, and in
1944, married, (Sir) Barton Pope (1905-1983), the proprietor. He had founded the
firm in his garage producing garden products and expanded it into a national manufacturing company. Later he was the author of ‘Challenge to Australia’ in conjunction
with Sir Marcus Oliphant and Sir MacFarlane Burnett. He was also the co-founder of
the South Australian Association for Mental Health.
They had no children, but adopted a daughter, Sue, in 1949.

Neil Campbell Hawkins CBE (05/10/1908 –
03/10/1987) was the second son of John Hawkins
Lady Ada and Sir Barton Pope
Senior. He was educated at Guildford Grammar
School, working in the family firm for his entire career. He was a councillor of the
Perth Roads Board, 1953 – 1961, of the Shire of Perth, 1961 – 1971, and the City of
Stirling, being mayor, 1971 – 1974. He was made a Freeman of the City of Stirling in
1984. He was Chairman of the Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority 1972 – 1979
and in 1979 was made a Fellow of the Royal Australian Planning Institute. In 1928 he
was a foundation member of the North Beach Surf Life Saving Club.
Vol 36 #2 July 2013
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In 1936 he built his own residence at 69 Normanby Road, and
lived there until moving to North Beach.
In 1935 he married Thelma Jean Hill (?/?/1908 – 28/6/1982).
They had two children, Peter and Margot.

69 Normanby Road, Inglewood

Ronald James Hawkins (04/09/1910 – 17/04/1976) was the third
son of John Hawkins Senior. He was educated at Wesley College, excelled in cricket,
football and tennis, and later became an active member of the Old Boys’ Hockey Club.
On leaving school, he joined his brothers the family building company. In 1937 he built
his own residence at 96 Normanby Road, Inglewood, and later moved to Oceanic Drive,
Floreat Park.
In 1936 he married Kathleen Anne Hickey ( 23/06/1912 –
28/06/1987), daughter of William and Clarice Hickey. They had
three sons Kim James (13/11/1937 -), Michael John (18/03/1940 -)
and Ronal Bearne (18/03/1940 -).

Ronald Hawkins, 1961

Ethelwyn Louise Hawkins (03/12/1912 – 04/08/2012) was the
seventh child of John Hawkins Senior. She was educated at Methodist Ladies College, and on leaving took a commercial training
course, prior to commencing a nursing career at Royal Perth Hospital, graduating in 1937. In 1938 she joined her sister Alexina in London. In 1939 she too was ordered by the London Port Kathleen Hawkins 1961
Authority to work on an ambulance ship and also
joined Queen Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing Service. She was subjected to three week’s continuous bombing at the military Hospital at Chatham Naval Base. Later she was posted to Sierra Leone. On return to England
she did an ophthalmology course at Moorfields Hospital, which was bombed
by a V2 rocket, killing all the private patients. She was then mobilised for India where she set up a 1200 bed tented hospital at Avadi, 25 km from Madras. At war’s end, like Alexina, she was involved in transporting Prisoners of
War from Singapore back to Australia and India. She then returned to Avadi
for another 8 months.
On return to Australia she worked at Hollywood Repatriation Hospital, did a
child welfare course in Adelaide, and then worked in childcare clinics. She
then worked at Princess Margaret hospital until 1952 before working for the
next 20 years until retirement as an industrial sister at the Commonwealth
Bank.
From 1952 until her death she lived with Alexina (see above).

Ethelwyn Hawkins, about 1945
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The other children of John and Adam will be continued in the next newsletter
Mount Lawley Matters

2012 Garden Competition. Winner for Mt Lawley went to Mark and Kirstin Rintoul of 107 First
Avenue. This garden is formal and water wise, yet still has enough colours to bring it to life ( judges)

Kirstin writes;
The garden was designed by Jack Hanbury of
Hanbury Designs.
The original garden had a diamond shaped path
that made access to the house feel difficult, and
there was no garden wall so the space could not
be used by our small children safely.

2009

Our original plan was to grass the area with a
central path to the house and a couple of trees luckily we found Jack who brought the garden to
life!
Our main aim was to provide a safe environment for our children to utilise the space whilst
creating a water wise, low maintenance attractive garden.
We think that Jack delivered perfectly!
2012
WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

Sandi Evans and Paul Lewin
Linda Pepall and Barry Smith
Rachel and Stuart McGlinchey
Natalie Stacey-Conway
Matthew Hipsey and Van Hoang
Desiree Ellison
Anne-Marie Newton and Matt Johnson
Sam Dib-Milston and Piper Wahlquist
The Muscara family
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Admiral Sir Charles Howe Fremantle and Matthew Flinders – worth visiting and another mystery
By Researcher Sid Breeden
Admiral Sir Charles Howe Fremantle
Captain Fremantle arrived off our coast late April 1829 aboard HMS Challenger then on May 2nd finally set foot on the
mainland and read a proclamation claiming for the British Crown all that part of New Holland which is not included within
the territory of New South Wales. In other words the whole western third that was to become Western Australia. The Union Jack was raised on south head. This proclamation is not to be confused with Stirling’s June proclamation declaring
the foundation of a new colony – the Swan River Colony.
Unlike Stirling’s at Stoke-next-Guildford, Fremantle’s grave location is well
known, easily accessible and in good condition. It is a Heritage Grade II listed
monument and easily found on the Brompton Cemetery website.
Fremantle died in 1869 and with wife Isabella is buried at the famous 39 acres
Brompton Cemetery adjacent to London’s West Brompton tube station. Exit to
Old Brompton Road, opposite the huge Earle’s Court Exhibition Centre, turn right
for about 100 metres then again right through the cemetery North Gate entrance.
Easiest from here is turn left walking as far as possible to the pathway alongside
the high east boundary wall, turn right and walk 1497 feet to the gravesite easily
found alongside the wall.
When walking along the east wall look near the top and notice a number every
50 feet. These markers help locate distance in this huge cemetery. About 2/3
along stop at the 1500-foot marker and you are there. The grave is a polished
pink granite hip ledger style with Charles’ inscription on one side and Isabella’s
the other. While here, it is well worth continuing around this amazing cemetery.
Readers may recognise scenes from several movies. Designed by Benjamin
Baud it is one of “The Magnificent Seven” cemeteries ringing London. Consecrated in 1840 it is regarded as one of Britain’s finest Victorian Metropolitan garFremantle grave general view .Note 1500
den cemeteries with the feel of a large open-air cathedral. The 39 acres site confeet marker 29 June 2010
tains more than 205,000 burials, has 35,000 monuments many of historical importance, plus substantial mausoleums. At
its centre is a domed chapel in the style of
Rome’s St Peter’s basilica and colonnades
flanked by catacombs. Managed by The
Royal Parks it is still a working cemetery for
interments and a Garden of Remembrance
for the deposit of cremated remains. If this is
not enough to entice your visit, it is also a
general park for exercising and I have even
seen young ladies on the lawns sunbathing
in bikinis!
WAY 79 plate Fremantle grave 29June 2010

Captain Matthew Flinders
Perhaps best known for his 1802-03 circumnavigation, Flinders has a relatively fleeting connection to Western Australia.
En route from England to Sydney aboard the Investigator he named Cape Leeuwin when first reaching there on 6th December 1801 to begin charting the Australian coast. Various things in WA, including a City of Stirling street, bear his
name with Flinders Bay near Augusta being named in his honour by either James Stirling or Septimus Roe in 1829 or
1830.His place of burial holds similar mystery and intrigue to that of our Founder and first Governor Captain Stirling. As
for Stirling, much is known of Flinders’ achievements
but little of his resting place.
Easily accessed biography shows from the time of his
famous 1804 map Y46/1, while not first to use the
name, Matthew Flinders is credited with successfully
promoting the name Australia specifically to our whole
island continent, in place of New Holland and Terra
Australis (New South Wales being the British claimed
eastern part). Later, the unclaimed western third of New
Holland became The Swan River Colony, later Western
Australia.

Matthew Flinders Burial Record

Following unfortunate circumstances leading to ill
health, Flinders died in London July 1814 at the early
age of 40. He was buried in London at St James
Chapel cemetery, which is now St James Gardens
Park, off Hampstead Road and adjacent to Euston Station. It was the overflow cemetery for the Sir Christopher Wren designed St James Piccadilly Anglican
church in the centre of London. Hazy history indicates
that along with other cemeteries in the area, this cemetery was cleared to make way for railways expansion.
Where Flinder’s remains got to is unknown and open to
conjecture. Several headstones are scattered around
St James Gardens but not Flinders. Moves are afoot to
commemorate his death bi-centenary in July 2014 by
placing a plaque there. The Chapel, where funeral services were conducted, was damaged by incendiary
bombs in WW2 and demolished in 1967.
After returning to England on 23 October 1810 Flinders
lived at various addresses, dying at 14 London Street,
Fitzroy Square, St Pancras. In 1901 there were ten
London Streets in London so on 18 June 1907 this one
was renamed Maple Street, after well known furniture
sellers there, and the area is now called Fitzrovia. The
location is not far from the Charles Dickens Oliver Twist
inspired Victoria Workhouse and the nearby huge BT
tower landmark. For those interested in a bit of history
all these places are worth placing on your list during
visits to London.

St James Gardens. Flinders somewhere here

This ends my mini-series until news of the replacement
Stirling Memorial at St John’s Stoke is to hand and/or I
finally trace documented evidence of the exact location
of the Stirling grave and where their remains ended up.

If anyone has further information, I would be delighted to hear from you.

Report on the building kindly donated to the MLS
by the WA Ballet Centre . History INTERPRETATION PLAN MAY 2011 Philip Griffiths Architects
and again donated to the MLS by the WA Ballet
Centre.
The history of Senses, Maylands in its current setting, falls into
four main timeframes: 1897-1918: Development of the Victoria Institute and Industrial
School for the Blind and construction of initial buildings .
Inter-War period: additions to workshops (1920s), and major
expansion, with major alterations and additions to develop main
building in the 1930s .
World War II period to 1950s: wartime activities; major expansion in the post-war period, with additions to main building
and new workshops .
1960-present: Development of new residential buildings, hall and showrooms; decline and closure of workshops, and eventual
decision to re-locate .
Detailed history follows Pt 3 continued to 1953

It was anticipated that the new building would accommodate all of them with space for expansion, and noted that the
improved layout would be economically advantageous.
In early April 1937, tenders were called for additions to the factory at the ‘Maylands School for the Blind’, and the contract was awarded to Messrs. Finlay & Stoneman of Perth at a cost of £13,389 in May.
In August 1937, Cornish made an appeal for public gifts to the Institute, including items for children, such as rocking
horses, tricycles, chairs, and jungle gym equipment, and noted the grounds were in need of beautification. It was necessary to provide paths to enable blind people to use the grounds. A number of trees and shrubs had been planted. An
area had been levelled and a garden was planned, but assistance was much needed.
On 18 August 1937, the Premier, J. C. Willcock, M.L.A., laid the foundation stone for the new building. The alterations
and additions were duly carried out as per the specifications.
During the construction period in 1937-38, work continued in the existing factory. By March 1938, the Institute was catering for 80 people, with a further 23 people awaiting admission.
In April, Cornish advised that the balcony at the rear of the Victoria Institute building was coming away from the building, and required immediate attention.
In autumn 1938, the new building was completed, with modern standards of ventilation, lighting and layout evident in
the new factory. The new showrooms would ‘facilitate retail as well as wholesale trade in the articles manufactured at
the institution, including wickerwork, matting, all kinds of brushware, hair curling and chair-caning.’
In the late inter-war period, beliefs regarding education of blind children were changing. Children from the Institute began attending Maylands School for lessons in poetry and singing, which was expanded to include literature, history and
geography in 1940, but this almost ceased by 1945.
In April 1939, H. V. Shearn of Shearn Bros. valued the Institute’s land at £1,900 and the improvements at £17,545, a
total of £19,445. As reported, other than the new main buildings, all were reported to be in serious disrepair, with balconies, flooring, bathrooms and walls of the Home and School building in need of immediate attention, whilst roofs would
soon need attention or else become a major maintenance cost.
World War II period to 1950s: war time activities; major expansion in the post-war period, with additions to main
building and new workshops
In 1940-41, the Annual Report noted the impact of World War II, with difficulties being experienced in importing some
raw materials required and the decline in subscriptions. During the war, the factory at the Institute, which was designated as a protected industry, produced a wide variety of equipment for military use, including brush-ware for smoothing out air strips; nets for naval use, for loading ships and for climbing surfaces; baskets for transport of supplies and
for hospital linen, and also collapsible pigeon baskets (for carrier pigeons); sea-grass invalid chairs and wheeled
lounges. To support the war effort, blind workers offered to work 10 days at the equivalent of nine days’ payment. As
the war progressed, and in the post-war period, the Institute became ‘a haven for blinded servicemen’, with its facilities
available to any partially or totally blinded serviceman. In 1946, after attention was drawn to the dangerous condition of
the rear portion of the Victoria Institute building, it was suggested that the PWD might carry out the necessary repairs
at an estimated cost of £960. In February 1947, plans were drawn for alterations and additions to the original Victoria
Institute building. In August 1947, A. E. Davies of North Perth was contracted to carry out the works.

In July 1947, Cornish outlined the urgency for new buildings at the Institute, drawing attention to the increased number
of employees due to blind returned servicemen and the great pressure upon the existing facilities. He noted that the
Institute had been unable to commence a government contract for treatment of Kingie Fibre because of the lack of
space in the existing buildings to establish the plant required, and that raw materials were being open stored in the
grounds as no covered space was available. There was also a ‘desperate need’ for more residential accommodation.
In the late 1940s, the Western Australian Education Department urged that it should control the education of blind children in this State. In 1948, internationally renowned blind, deaf and dumb, American Helen Keller, made a notable visit
to the Institute, where she read the Braille plans for the aforementioned proposed alterations and additions. She was
reportedly ‘shocked that children were still being educated in an industrial situation’, gave support for the Department’s
stance, and advocated training for the blind should include other occupations beside manual labour.
In 1949, Professor Ida Mann (b. 1893) arrived in Perth. After graduating in medicine in London, she had become a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons (1925), and the first woman appointed to Moorfields Eye Hospital, later being appointed Professor of Ophthalmology at Oxford University. She would serve as Ophthalmic Consultant to Royal Perth and
King Edward Memorial Hospitals and Adviser to the State Government, and also as a consultant to the World Health Organisation (WHO). She made a distinguished contribution to medicine in Western Australia, and ‘played a vital part in
changing thinking on the education of blind children.’
In the post-war period, the factories at the Institute continued to produce sought after brushes and mats. The latter,
“reputed to last a lifetime”, were especially highly regarded, and demand exceeded supply as few blind people could do
the work.
In 1950, plans were prepared for ‘new workshops’ at the Institute. In September, it was reported extensions would
‘soon’ be made to ease cramped conditions at the factories.
However, continuation of war-time restrictions on building and building materials in this post-war period and a lack of
funds would delay the project for some years. In the early 1950s, the Institute ran at an annual loss, amounting to
£6,658 in 1950-51, at which period 107 people were employed in the factories.
In February 1952, the PWD forwarded plans for the proposed factory extensions to Cornish. In May 1952, it was reported that the State Housing Commission had granted approval for the release of £100,000 of materials for the proposed extensions to the Institute. However, due to lack of sufficient funds, implementation of the project was deferred.
In January 1953, the Government and the Lotteries Commission agreed to increase their contributions to £20,000 each,
provided the remaining £20,000 was raised by public donation. On 22 January, it was announced that additions as per
plans prepared by the Principal Architect, PWD, A. E. Clare, were to be made to the Blind School at a cost of £60,000.
The extensions were to measure 138 ft. x 102 ft., with floor space of 14,076 square ft. Reporting that the Institute employed 100 blind people, and about 15 sighted people, it was noted that existing conditions at the place were generally
congested, and that due to blindness ‘inmates need more room in which to work than sighted people.’ In October 1953,
the annual Government grant to the Institute was doubled from £5,000 to £10,000 per annum.
In 1954, two classrooms for partially sighted children commenced at Thomas Street Primary School, whilst other children went from the Institute to Maylands Primary School, along with teacher Joan Lowensohn. From 1909, she attended
the Institute before becoming one of the first blind students admitted to the University of Western Australia, but she did
not complete her degree, instead taking up a teaching position at the Institute in 1922.

to be continued

MLS Committee 2013
Bruce Wooldridge : President
Beth McKechnie : Secretary
John Wreford : Treasurer
Ian Merker
Barrie Baker : Historian/ reports on City of Stirling/ Town of Vincent matters
John Baas :Represents Ratepayers Assoc
Andy Ross
Roger Elmitt
Christina Gustavson
Paul Hurst
Committee meetings are held 1st Monday of the month at the Mount Lawley Bowling Club at 7.30pm.
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